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KINEMATICS ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL 

RESEARCH OF DEEP SEA MINING ROBOT 

Yun LIU1,*, Yong JIANG2 

In this paper, the kinematic mathematical model of the mining robot in the 

deep sea unstructured terrain environment is established, and the kinematics 

characteristics of the robot are analyzed theoretically. At the same time, the robot 

virtual prototype simulation model is set up to simulate the typical conditions of the 

deep sea environment, and the dynamic characteristic simulation curves of the robot 

are obtained, so that the prototype of the robot is developed and tested, and the 

experimental curves of the robot’s motion characteristics are obtained. By 

comparing the simulation curves with the test data, the accuracy of the kinematics 

mathematical model is verified, therefore, a theoretical reference for the research of 

deep sea wheeled mining robot kinematics characteristics is provided, which 

provides the technical support for the development of deep sea mining robot. 
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1. Introduction 

Deep sea is rich in mineral resources, while the deep-sea terrain 

environment is complex and changeable. The development of mining robots with 

good performance, strong obstacle crossing and tolerance performance, and high 

safety and reliability is the core key to develop the deep-sea technology in various 

countries [1-3]. 

The research on the kinematics of wheeled robot is based on the theory of 

robot manipulator, but it is different from that of fixed base robot. The motion 

constraint equation of wheeled robot is incomplete, that is, it contains non 

integrable algebraic equation, and the system coordinates can not be eliminated by 

the constraint equation. Therefore, in order to describe the system, we have to 

introduce the number of generalized coordinates more than the system degrees of 

freedom, which makes the movement, dynamics and control of the wheeled robot 

much more complex than the robot manipulator [4-6]. In addition, each wheel of 

the wheeled robot is driven independently, so the problem of synchronous driving 

of each wheel will affect its controllability. 
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Since the 1980s, many scholars have studied the motion, dynamics and 

control of nonholonomic systems such as wheeled robots and exploration vehicles 

[7,8]. In 1987, P. F. Muir et al. proposed a kinematic modeling method based on 

coordinate transformation for planar wheeled robots. Since then, many references 

have established corresponding kinematic models for different types of wheeled 

robots using the basic idea of this method [9]. Greg McDermott and Mahmoud 

Tarokh of San Diego State University in the United States have proposed a 

general kinematic modeling method for articulated robots in three-dimensional 

rough terrain, in which the position, posture, motion of each joint, wheel sliding, 

subsidence and other information are comprehensively considered in the model 

[10]. In the past decade, the deep-sea mining robot technology has been developed 

rapidly, and countries all over the world have raised the development of deep-sea 

mining robot technology as a national strategy.  

At present, in the field of deep-sea mining robot kinematics research, most 

of the models established by researchers are limited to the flat and smooth deep-

sea terrain environment. These models can only be used to realize the motion 

control of the walking mechanism in the two-dimensional plane, that is, the 

translation in the X and Y directions and the rotation around the Z axis, but are 

not suitable for describing the motion on the rugged three-dimensional deep-sea 

complex terrain [11,12]. Based on the kinematics research of wheeled robot, a 

new type of compound wheeled deep-sea mining robot is proposed in this paper, 

whose obstacle surmounting, mobility and trafficability are greatly improved. 

Through in-depth analysis of the kinematics characteristics of deep-sea wheeled 

mining robot, a kinematics mathematical model based on D-H coordinate 

transformation is established, which can better describe the motion characteristics 

of the robot in the deep-sea three-dimensional rough terrain. At the same time, the 

kinematics theoretical model is verified by virtual prototype simulation and 

principle prototype test, which provides theoretical reference for the research on 

kinematics characteristics of deep-sea wheeled mining robot, and provides 

technical support for the development of deep-sea mining robot. 

2. Structure design of the deep sea composite wheeled mining robot 

Deep sea composite wheel mining robot mainly consists of four parts: 

mechanical system, power system, hydraulic system and control system, as shown 

in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The deep sea composite wheeled mining robot 

Among them, the main structure of the mechanical system is composed of 

4 sets of composite wheel sets and hinged sealing frame; the power system is 

composed of waterproof motor, hydraulic pump, hydraulic motor and auxiliary 

components (as shown in Fig. 2); the hydraulic system is composed of hydrostatic 

drive system, steering system and obstacle crossing executive system; the control 

system is mainly composed of power supply module, signal acquisition module 

and output control module (as shown in Fig. 3). 

  
Fig. 2. Power system design                   Fig. 3. Control system structure diagram 

3. Kinematics analysis of deep sea mining robot 

The kinematic model of deep-sea mining robot will establish the 

relationship between wheel motion and vehicle body, so as to determine the 

position and posture of the robot in different motion positions. In order to 

facilitate the modeling, the following assumptions are made: there is no 

deformation between the wheel and the deep-sea bottom; there is point contact 

between the wheel and the deep-sea bottom; the geometric center of the contact 
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point is located at the intersection of the normal of the deep-sea bottom passing 

through the wheel center and the wheel circumference on the grounding side. 

3.1 Establishment and transformation of coordinate system 

In order to establish the kinematic model, a series of coordinate systems 

are established at each joint of the robot according to the D-H coordinate 

transformation rules, so that the translation and rotation motion relations between 

the robot joints are described by the homogeneous transformation between the 

coordinate systems [13,14]. Since the structure of the robot is symmetrical to the 

left and right, it only needs to represent the coordinate system of one side, as 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Left coordinate system of the robot 

According to the D-H coordinate transformation rule, i  represents the 

angle of rotation around the 1iZ − axis, from 1iX −  to iX ; id  represents the distance 

along 1iZ − from the origin of the 1i − -th coordinate system to the intersection 

point of 1iZ − -axis and iX -axis; ia  represents the distance along 1iX − -axis 

between the intersection point of 1iZ − -axis and 1iX − -axis and the origin of iX -

axis; i represents the angle of i -coordinate system from 1iZ − -axis to iZ -axis 

around iX -axis. According to the above definition and the seabed vehicle motion 

model, the D-H parameters corresponding to each adjacent coordinate system can 

be obtained, as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 

D-H Coordinate parameters 

Coordinate 

system 
i  ( °) id  (mm) ia  (mm) i  ( °) 

D 1 0 =  0 0 -90 

B1 2 1 1q  = + +  350 0 0 

P3 3 1 1 3 1q q  = − − −  140 700 0 

P1’ 4 180 =  0 320 0 

P1 5 1 = −  0 0 0 
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W1 6 3q = −  330 710 90 

P3’ 7 3 1 3 1 1180 q q   = − + + − +  0 700 0 

P5 8 3 1 3 1 180q q  = + − − −  200 280 0 

W3 9 5q = −  130 340 0 

P5’ 10 5 1 3 3 1 3180q q    + −= + − − +  200 0 0 

W5 11 5 5q += −  130 340 90 

B1’ 12 1 7 1q   = + + +  350 0 0 

P9 13 7 5180q = − −  140 1800 0 

P7’ 14 180 =  0 320 0 

P7 15 1 = −  0 0 0 

W7 16 9q = −  330 710 90 

P9’ 17 7 3 5180 q  = − − +  0 1800 0 

P11 18 3 11 9 1 7180q q   = + − − − −  200 280 0 

W9 19 5q = −  130 340 90 

P11’ 20 5 11 9 1 3 7180q q    = + − − + − +  200 280 0 

W11 21 11 5q = − +  130 340 90 

Coordinate system according to the above definition and D-H parameters, 

the pose transformation matrix of coordinate system i relative to coordinate 

system 1i −  is established. 

       1
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Where C stands for cos and S stands for sin. 

3.2 Wheel ground contact model considering slip 

The contact between the wheel and the seabed surface is shown in Fig. 5. 

The coordinate system fixed on the seabed surface is established, and the Xci  

axis is defined along the tangent point direction of the contact point, and the Zci  

axis is along the normal direction of the contact point. The coordinate system 

fixed on the wheel axis is defined at the wheel center of the wheel, R  is the wheel 

radius, Xwi  axis is in horizontal direction, and Zwi  axis is in vertical direction. 

The angle i  between Zwi  axis and Zci  axis is defined as contact angle. 
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a) Wheel ground contact coordinate system b) Wheel slip coordinate system 

Fig. 5. Coordinate transformation model of wheel ground contact 

The coordinate transformation matrix between Wi -System and Ci -system 

can be obtained by rotation transformation and translation transformation along 

Zci -axis, that is: 

0

0 1 0 0

0

0 0 0 1

i i i

Wi
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i i i
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T
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 − −
 
 

                                   (2)

 

When the wheel Wi  moves on the groundCi  , there may be steering slip 

i , lateral slip i and wheel rolling slip i , the corresponding coordinate 

transformation matrix is obtained: 
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Let ξ=  , ,
T

   be the slip vector. 

3.3 Kinematic modeling based on coordinate transformation 

According to the definition of the coordinate system, the coordinate 

transformation chain used to establish the robot motion model is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Coordinate transformation diagram 
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iC is the wheel ground contact point coordinate system, Wi  is the wheel 

axis coordinate system, D  is the middle section car body coordinate system, R  is 

the reference coordinate system, iB  is the front and rear wheel group hinge point 

coordinate system, iP  is each joint point coordinate system, L is the seabed 

surface coordinate system. 

According to the car body coordinate system established in Fig. 2 and the 

coordinate transformation diagram determined in Fig. 4, the position and posture 

of Wi  system relative to the reference coordinate system R  at each wheel axis of 

the robot are as follows: 
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Therefore, substituting the D-H parameters in Table 1 into the above 

formula can determine the pose relationship between the wheel center and the 

reference coordinate system. 

The coordinate transformation matrix of the axis Wi  of each wheel of the 

robot relative to the seabed surface is as follows: 
L L R

Wi R WiT T T=
    

( 1 ~ 12)i =                                         (5) 

According to the wheel ground contact transformation matrix and wheel 

ground slip transformation matrix, the instantaneous pose relationship between the 

vehicle body reference coordinate system and the wheel ground point 'Ci  

coordinate system is established. If the motion state of each wheel on the seabed 

surface is known, the motion state of the robot can be analyzed. That is 

( ) ( ) ( )Ci Ci Ci Wi

R Ci Wi RT T i T i T qi 
 

=
                                  

  (6) 

In order to quantify the motion of the robot, the robot is configured with a 

velocity vector 
T

x y z x y z  
• • • • • • 
  

 ( x
•

 is the forward direction speed of the 

robot, y
•

 is the lateral velocity of the robot, z
•

 is the up and down velocity of the 
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robot, x
•

 is the yaw angular velocity of the robot, y
•

 is the pitch angular 

velocity of the robot, and z
•

 is the roll angular velocity of the robot). 

When the robot reference coordinate system is sliding, the transformation 

matrix R R CWi

R CWi RT T T
  

=  can be used to describe the pose. Since R

CWiT


  is 

independent of time, 
R CWi

R

R CWi RT T T

 • •


=
 

. 

CWi

RT

 • represents the transformation matrix between the robot body 

reference coordinate system and the first wheel grounding point coordinate system. 

Namely, 

CWi CWi CWi CWi CWi

R R R R
R

T T T T
T qi i i i

qi ri i i
  

 

 • • • • •   
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Then according to the definition of matrix transformation differential, the 

transformation matrix R

RT

 •  can be obtained, that is 
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The Jacobian matrix between the motion of the main body and the motion 

of each wheel of the compound wheeled walking mechanism is as follows: 

ij ju J q
•

=      ( 1,2...6; 1,2... )i j n= =                            (9) 

Where 
u
•  is the velocity vector of the car body, jq  is the velocity vector of each 

joint point, and 
ijJ  is the Jacobian matrix from the car body to the wheel. 

According to the definition of Jacobian matrix, 
ijJ  is expressed as: 

                                        
i

ij

j

u
J

q


=


 

(10)  
Therefore, the equation of motion can be changed as follows: 

( 1,2...6; 1,2... )i j n= =
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In the above formula, tnJ  and nnJ  represent the linear velocity and angular 

velocity caused by joint n unit joint velocity respectively.

 

4. Kinematics Simulation Analysis of Deep Sea Mining Robot 

According to the deep-sea unstructured terrain environment, the 

kinematics simulation model of mining robot based on Adams software is 

established [15], and the movement analysis and simulation are carried out for 

100 seconds under 500 millimeters step vertical obstacle crossing condition. The 

simulation process of obstacle crossing is shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Robot running a vertical step obstacle 

Through the simulation study, the motion curve of the wheel group (as 

shown in Fig. 8) and the motion curve of the robot Center (as shown in Fig. 9) are 

obtained respectively. 
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a). Vertical displacement, velocity and acceleration curve of left front wheel 

 
b). Displacement, velocity and acceleration curve of left middle wheel 

 

 
c). Displacement, speed and acceleration curve of left rear wheel 

 

Fig. 8. Simulation curves of robot wheel group motion 
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a). Displacement, velocity and acceleration curve of the robot centroid 

 
b). Angular velocity and acceleration curve of the robot centroid 

 

Fig. 9. Simulation curves of the robot center motion 

 

Through the simulation curve, it can be seen that in the process of vertical 

obstacle crossing, the change trend of displacement, velocity and acceleration 

curve of each wheel group of robot is basically the same: 

a) During the process of 0 ~ 5 seconds, the robot stops before the steps, the 

vertical displacement remains unchanged, while the velocity of the front wheel 

increases from zero and then decreases; 

b) During the process of 5 ~ 15 seconds, the front wheel of the robot is 

lifted, the vertical displacement increases by 500 millimeters, and the velocity of 

the front wheel increases from zero and then decreases; 

c) During the process of 15 ~ 25 seconds, when the robot reaches the front 

wheel and steps up, the vertical displacement basically remains unchanged, the 

velocity of the front wheel increases and decreases gradually, and fluctuates; 

d) During the process of 25 ~ 35 seconds, the middle wheel and rear wheel 

of the robot are lifted up. The center of gravity moves forward due to the rise of 
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the middle wheel and rear wheel. The vertical displacement of the front wheel is 

slightly reduced due to the vertical force of the front wheel. The speed of the front 

wheel should be zero, while the front wheel has the phenomenon of forward or 

backward due to the instability of the vehicle body;  

e)  During the process of 35 ~ 47seconds, the middle wheel and the rear 

wheel of the robot gradually cross the steps. The middle wheel and the rear wheel 

share a part of the force of the front wheel, which makes the vertical displacement 

slightly higher and the front wheel speed gradually increases from zero; 

f)  During the process of 47 ~ 55 seconds, when the front wheel of the 

robot rear wheel group reaches the step and stops, the vertical displacement is 

basically unchanged, and the wheel speed of the front wheel  gradually decreases 

from the speed of the last action to zero. 

g) During the process of 55 ~ 65 seconds, the front wheel of the robot rear 

wheel group is lifted. When the center of gravity of the whole vehicle rises, it also 

moves forward. The force on the front wheel increases, resulting in the vertical 

displacement decreases. The force on the front wheel becomes larger, resulting in 

a slight decrease in the vertical displacement. The speed of the front wheel should 

be zero, while the front wheel moves forward or backward due to the instability of 

the vehicle body;   

h) During the process of 65 ~ 75 seconds, the front wheel of the robot rear 

wheel group moves to the step and stops, the height of the vehicle center of 

gravity is basically unchanged, the vertical displacement is basically unchanged, 

and the front wheel speed increases from zero to gradually decreases; 

i) During the process of 75 ~ 85 seconds, the center wheel and rear wheel 

of the robot rear wheel group are raised, the height of the vehicle center of gravity 

is basically unchanged, and the vertical displacement is basically unchanged. The 

front wheel speed should be zero, but the front wheel has the phenomenon of 

forward or backward due to the instability of the vehicle body; 

j) During the 85 ~ 100 seconds , the robot moves forward, the middle 

wheel and the rear wheel successively climb the steps, the whole robot climbs up 

the steps and stops, the vertical displacement basically remains unchanged, the 

front wheel speed increases from zero and gradually decreases to zero, thus the 

100 seconds simulation process is finished. 

5. experimental verification of kinematic characteristics of deep sea 

mining robot 

5.1 Test device and system 

The principle prototype of deep-sea mining robot is developed, and the 

simulation test platform of mining robot is built to verify the correctness of 

kinematics analysis and Simulation of mining robot in this paper. 
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The mining robot test system mainly includes speed test system, 

displacement test system and oil pressure test system. The interface of the test 

system is shown in Fig. 10, and the test equipment is shown in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 10. Testing system 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Test equipment 
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5.2 Test plan 

The characteristics of deep-sea unstructured terrain environment are 

extracted, and the road test platform is built. The vertical obstacle crossing 

process is shown in Fig. 12 below. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Vertical obstacle experiment test 

5.3 Test result 

The vertical obstacle crossing speed test curve and virtual prototype 

simulation curve of deep-sea mining robot are shown in Fig. 13. 

 
Fig. 13. Comparison curves of velocity test and simulation 

Through the comparison and verification of the robot principle prototype 

test and virtual prototype simulation, it can be seen that the change trend of the 

speed test curve of the principle prototype is basically consistent with that of the 

virtual prototype simulation curve, and there are only two small fluctuations at the 

16th second and the 47th second. These two moments are the time when the front 
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wheel of the robot lifts and walks until the middle wheel touches the step, and the 

theoretical speed at this time should be zero, but the speed of both times is less 

than zero, indicating that the robot has regressed. This is due to the fact that the 

prototype of the robot did not stop completely at these two moments, and the 

middle wheel was impacted when it hit the step, which caused the robot to move 

backward instantaneously. The instability in the obstacle crossing process has 

certain adverse effects, which will increase the complexity of the robot’s obstacle 

crossing process control and aggravate the wear of brake and wheel. 

6. Conclusions 

(1) In this paper, a kinematic modeling method of deep-sea wheeled 

mining robot is proposed, and the kinematics mathematical model of compound 

wheeled mining robot in deep-sea unstructured terrain environment is established. 

The kinematics equation of the robot is deduced, and the position and pose 

information of the robot are obtained. The theoretical basis for the kinematic 

characteristics analysis of the deep-sea wheeled mining robot is provided; 

(2) The virtual prototype simulation model of the deep-sea mining robot is 

established, and the vertical obstacle crossing condition in the deep-sea 

unstructured environment is simulated. The simulation curves of displacement, 

velocity, acceleration and angular acceleration of the robot are obtained, which 

provides the basis for the theoretical verification of the kinematics characteristics 

of the deep-sea mining robot; 

(3) The principle prototype of the robot is developed, and the test platform 

is built to test its vertical obstacle crossing performance. The test results verify the 

accuracy of theoretical calculation and the effectiveness of simulation analysis, 

which provides technical support for the actual development of deep-sea 

composite wheeled mining robot. 

(4) Therefore, the kinematic characteristics analysis method of deep-sea 

composite wheeled mining robot can provide technical support for the exploration 

and exploitation of deep-sea resources in China. The research results can play an 

important role in military, explosive disposal, disaster relief, disability assistance, 

mining, forestry and other aspects, which has important academic significance and 

engineering application value. 
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